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Job Title: Digital Media Specialist 
Classification: Non-Exempt / Full-Time (40 hours per week) 
Reports to: Communications and Development Manager 
 
OVERVIEW: Interfaith Community Services was founded in 1979 by a handful of diverse faith 
communities to address the needs of low-income, homeless and under-served people in North 
San Diego County. Interfaith offers programs through North San Diego County, from the coastal 
City of Oceanside, to the inland communities south and east of our Escondido headquarters. 
With more than 300 member faith centers and 130 dedicated staff, Interfaith serviced more than 
16,000 unique individuals last year alone. 

 
WHAT YOU WILL DO: This position will report to the Communications and Development 
Manager, while specifically collaborating on a daily basis with the entire Development 
department staff.  Strong relationships will need to be maintained with volunteers, staff, clients, 
media, vendors and the community in general to create and implement electronic 
communications strategies for the entire organization.  Overall, the goal of the Digital Media 
Specialist is to promote positive public image and communications, specific Interfaith programs 
and activities, in conjunction with all strategies and activities across all electronic media 
platforms, including agency website, podcasts, e-communications, social media and more.  This 
position will work closely with fundraising efforts such as direct mail, on-line giving, and event 
management, to enhance donation requests, and acknowledgement of donors and volunteers 
through the electronic platforms. This position will collaborate with others in the agency to 
achieve image consistency, coordination of messages, and the highest standards for external 
communications specifically in regards to digital media and e-communications. 
 

 Supports the Communications and Development Manager in the strategic creation, 
scheduling, implementation, and delivery of internal and external digital communications 

 Creates and manages a year-round electronic media schedule 

 Creates the design and execution of an electronic, web-based communications strategy 
that articulates and supports Interfaith’s mission, brand, messaging, and goals 

 Plans, creates, schedules, posts, and disseminates appropriate and compelling content on 
multiple social media accounts; responsible for administration and management of such 
accounts, including Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and LinkedIn, along with other platforms 

 Responds to inquiries, comments, messages, and reactions from community members 
received via social media channels, Interfaith website contact form, and Homeless in San 
Diego podcast website contact form 

 Conducts follow up from social media posts by sharing links with featured supporters to 
encourage further reach of content 

 Strategizes, manages and optimizes high-performing social media campaigns to increase 
followers and reach specific goals and metrics 

 Manages online acknowledgement and recognition of donors, grantors, volunteers, clients, 
and other partners in conjunction with development staff  

 Tracks the performance of web and social media applications; responsible for creating 
monthly analytics reports for each platform and providing insight into how Interfaith can 
increase reach and engagement via social media and all digital media 

 Creates, implements, posts and responds to community postings in conjunction with 
appropriate staff; responsible for postings on all platforms 

 Regularly surveys and keeps digital accounts updated with required information to ensure 
access to information on all electronic platforms including BBB, Guidestar, Charity 
Navigator, Adobe, Dropbox, EventBrite, Facebook, Google Analytics, LinkedIn, Twitter, 
Instagram, Wordpress, Squarespace, and many others 
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 Manages relationships with all electronic and digital vendors including social media and 
digital media vendors 

 Creates, updates, implements and evaluates all website content and online giving; 
responsible for regular website updates and ongoing maintenance 

 Drafts and posts blog posts to website; responsible for all blog content 

 Performs research to ensure compliance with best practices as they relate to digital media 

 Designs, schedules, and disseminates email campaigns for targeted audiences 

 Manages email mailing lists and utilize email campaign results to strategically segment 
future mailing lists; responsible for email list development and integration into overall 
communication delivery 

 Creates and implements compelling stories, takes photos in conjunction with appropriate 
agency staff, volunteers for all communications  

 Leads the scheduling, production, editing, and publication of podcast  

 Maintains electronic media archives, including the digital storage and organization of 
agency photos; responsible for the management of Dropbox account 

 Creates and implements the digital and electronic interface with donor and volunteer 
databases to maximize effectiveness 

 Creates and updates online brochures while coordinating the messaging with traditional 
publications, direct mail or newsletter 

 Represents Interfaith at community organizations, events, faith communities and other 
settings 

 Other duties as assigned by supervisor 
 
EXPERIENCE / EDUCATION 

 High School Diploma or equivalent required 

 Bachelor’s Degree in Marketing, Communications, Media and/or Public Relations 

preferred 

 2+ years of marketing, communications, media and/or public relations experience 

preferred 

SKILLSETS / ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS  

 Expert knowledge in the latest in digital and social media technology and channels; this 

includes Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, and Instagram, with the possibility of additional 

platforms 

 Professional knowledge of website content management systems such as Word Press 

 Professional knowledge of email campaign systems such as Constant Contact 

 Excellent knowledge of MS Office Suite 

 Excellent knowledge of web site management and development 

 Must have strong interpersonal/relational skills 

 Must have excellent written, spelling, grammar and verbal communication skills  

 Must be highly organized and demonstrate attention to detail 

 Demonstrated experience managing multiple deadlines and working effectively under 

pressure, using independent judgment to produce quality work under time constraints  

 Demonstrated experience working with a collaborative team 

 Ability to establish and maintain professional boundaries with clients 

 Ability to communicate effectively among a diverse workforce population and maintain 

sound working relations with all levels within the organization 

 Display a spirit of enthusiasm, teamwork, cooperation and a sense of urgency 
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 Maintain a high degree of confidentiality over all matters in the course of business 

operations including client and employee information 

 Ability to multi-task in an efficient, thorough, and prioritized manner 

 Ability to work quickly, accurately and independently 

 Ability to anticipate needs, prioritize work and solve problems 

 Although regular schedule is Monday – Friday during the day, there are event assignments 

that require evening and weekend availability and occasionally public presentations 

 Participates in all assigned overall Development events and assignments 

 Must have reliable transportation and possess and maintain a valid California driver’s 

license, including proof of personal vehicle insurance coverage and insurability under the 

agency’s insurance carrier’s standards 

 Must successfully pass a criminal background and exclusion/disbarment check 

 Must successfully pass a pre-employment physical, tuberculosis test, and drug screen 

 
WORKING CONDITIONS / PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS 

 Must be able to perform work in a climate controlled office setting 

 Must have the physical ability to sit for long periods of time, stand, walk, bend, kneel 
and uses hands, arms and legs for dexterity and balance on a frequent basis  

 Occasionally lifts, carries and balances objects weighing up to 30 pounds 

 May be subjected to adverse conditions, including contact from hostile people 

 Low to moderate exposure to contagious diseases (hepatitis, HIV, tuberculous, etc.) 

 Low to moderate exposure of unpleasant and noxious fumes, odors, dust, 
temperatures, noise and inclement weather   

 Pulls and pushes such objects as file drawers, computers and similar office equipment 
and supplies 

 Prioritizes and multi-tasks work and projects requiring good memory , concentration 
and analytical thinking 

 Occasionally is required to perform the safe operation of a vehicle, office equipment 
and machines, and recognize and abate safety hazards within the workplace 

 Must be able to hear, see including distinction of colors, read and communicate 
verbally and in writing frequently with a wide range of people from divergent socio-
economic backgrounds and origins 

 The noise level in the work environment is usually low 
 

 
 
I acknowledge that I have read the Job Description and I understand what would be expected of 
me. The agency reserves the right to change or reassign job duties or to combine positions at 
any time. I also understand this position is subject to the availability of grant funding and could 
be eliminated without grant funding. I also understand that I am an at-will employee, and this job 
description does not constitute a contract of employment. 
 
 
 
Name (print): _______________________________ Date: ________________ 
 
 
Signed: _______________________________ 


